
The cathbarr (pron. caffer) appears to have been a 
peculiarly Irish helmet. It means “top of battle,” and 
was also a Gaelic personal name, as in Cathbarr 
O’Donnel, brother of the famous Red Hugh. It is 
described in an Irish text of 1419 (Sid na mBan) as 
“crested (cír), plated, four-edged helmet (cathbarr) of 
beautiful refined gold.” The reference to four edges 
sounds like a cross-barred spanglehelm type helmet, 
and since such helmets appear in Derricke’s Image 
of Ireland (1581) they have been equated with the 
cathbarr. Other evidence—including the reference to 
gold and a crest—tends to support this.

The chieftain’s helmet in the Image of Ireland is not 
referred to in Derricke’s text, but is probably the kind 
of simple helmet called scull in contemporary English, 
as described in Beware the Cat (1553, reputedly the 
first English novel) by William Baldwin. Baldwin 
had knowledge of Ireland, and in the previous year 
had written plays for court such as “An Irish Play of 
the State of Ireland.” In Beware the Cat, he describes 
Patrick Apore, “a kern of John Butler” (though he is 
in fact an armoured horseman), returning home after 
a raid on Cahir MacArt Kavanaugh (d. 1554). “When 
he was come home and had put off his harness (which 
was a corselet  of mail made like a shirt, and his skull 
covered over with gilt leather and crested with otter 
skin), all weary and hungry...”
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Soldier wearing cross-barred leather helmet and jack, 
similar to that shown on Derricke’s Irish Chieftain. 
(Martyrdom of St. Lucy, Amsterdam, 1505-10.)

Derricke’s Irish chieftain, quite possibly Rory 
Oge O’More, from the Image of Ireland (1581)



The helmet pictured on Derricke’s Chief was discussed 
in the 19th century, first by Sir Walter Scott (who 
published Derricke’s book for the first time since 1581 
as part of Lord Somer’s Tracts in 1809), and then by 
Wilde (father of the notorious Oscar) in his Catalog of 
Irish Anitquities (1857). Both of these writers thought 
it was “a leathern helmet, chequered with bars of iron.” 
Wilde also thought the crest, which appears to be 
horsehair to most people, might be cock feathers!

In light of Baldwin’s reference to gilt leather covering 
the “skull” of his Irishman, we may instead consider 
whether this cross-barring represents a decoration of 
some sort, made in gilt leather. 

A contemporary Irish bardic poem, written for Cú 
Connacht Mág Uidhir (lord of Fermanagh, 1566-1589) 
says:

The Maguires in the thick of battle are not people who should 
be tackled;
From your massed warriors there are many gold-lined 
helmets left without a wearer in the fight.

The words are: feilm líneadh n-óir—gold-lined helmets. 
Felim is a loan-word from the English “helm.” The 
word líne is line, ornamentation, and líneach means 
lined, ornamented, as engraved. This could very well 
describe the skull of a cathbarr if it was covered over 
with gilt leather.

Fretatus de Auro
As it happens, there was precisely such a pattern 
used in gilt leather, and called fretatus de auro. It 
means “fretted with gold,” the term fret coming from 
heraldry where it designates an ornament of small slats 
intersecting each other at right angles, interlaced like 
a lattice. It is well illustrated by the stunning arms of 
Sir Warham St. Leger, ancestor of Viscount Doneraile, 
appointed Commander for the Governor of Munster 
in 1599 and accounted first horseman in Ireland next 
to Hugh Maguire. The two slew one another in single 
combat near Cork in 1600. The arms are azure, a field 
fretty argent, a chief or.

Boots of Richard III “The boots are, however, exceedingly 
splendid, illustrating the expression fretatus de oro, and 
each square of the fret containing a lion or leopard.” 
Robinson, History of British Costume.

The coat of St. Leger of Ireland—”Azure, a field fretty 
argent, a chief or.”



Reconstruction of the cathbarr, as a leather scull “covered 
over with gilt leather and crested with otter skin.”

Top: gilt leather panels drying in the attic of Lutson 
Goudleder, a modern manufacturer. Above: otter skin cap. 

This pattern of decoration was noted by John Sobeiski-
Stuart in Costume of the Clans, 1845—“Sandals 
of purple, fretted with gold ‘Fretatus de Auro,’ are 
mentioned among the parts of dress worn by King 
John; and the Buskins of his son, Henry III, were 
checked with gold, and sprinkled with the lions of 
England.” (Effigy on the tomb of Henry III in the 
chapel of Edward the Confessor in Westminster 
Abbey.) “...even those of the parish schoolmaster were 
carved ‘like Paules windows,’ (Chaucer’s Miller’s Tale) 
that is, ‘fretatus’ or checkered, as far as he could in 
imitation of his superiors.”

Gilt Leather
As with most luxury products imported into Gaelic 
Ireland in the 16th century—saffron, wine, sword 
blades—gilt leather was a product of Spain, traded 
by the vast fleets of Basque fishermen that paid 

annual visits to the southern and western coasts. In 
Spain painted or gilded embossed leather was called 
guadamecil, from the Libyan town of Ghadames—an 
early center of the art.

It was critical that two or three-ounce belly leather of 
skived goatskin or be used. Kidskin was considered 
a poor substitute. The leather was tawed—a mineral 
process using alum and salt, producing a white leather. 
Cordovan, Spain, was the center of this art, which 
was brought in by the Moors in the 9th century. 
“Cordovan” or Spanish leather was famous throughout 
Europe, and most prized was the scarlet leather dyed 
with kermes. This was particularly used by shoemakers 
in their art, so much so that they became known 
in English as “cordwainers,” (from the Old French 
cordewan, meaning Cordoba). Edmund Spencer, in 



his View of the Present State of Ireland (1596) refers to 
the Irish horseman as wearing “riding shoes of costlie 
cordwaine.” Shoes of such red leather are still to be 
seen worn by Sir Nial O’Neill as a part of traditional 
Irish dress in his portrait painted by Michael Wright in 
1680.

When preparing gilt leather, the smooth side of the 
cordovan leather was sized, or brushed with glue, and 
a sheet of silver foil, beaten tissue-thin, was applied. 
The changeover to tin foil after the 16th century was 
considered part of the art’s decline. The leather was 
embossed by the imprint of a wooden block, carved in 
relief, upon the dampened leather after the silvering 
was done. Although referred to as Gilt Leather, no 
gold was used in the process. The golden color was 
imparted by a “changing” lacquer of linseed oil and 
resin applied to the foil once it has been fixed on 
the leather, the coloring agent of which was saffron. 
Polychrome decoration could then be applied in oils. 
A sixteenth century Cordova author, Ambrosio de 
Morales, wrote in 1575, that the gilt leather industry 
“brings great wealth to the city, and gives to the 
principal streets a beautiful aspect. As the leathers 
are exposed to the sun, now gilded, now colored and 
tooled, and as they are spread on great tables to dry, 
truly it is a beautiful sight to see the streets thus hung 
in such splendor and variety.”

Practitioners of this trade were known as 
guademacileros in Spanish, and the Ordenanzas, 
or guild rules, required them to be able to design a 
‘brocade’ and cut the pattern according to standard. 
Spain exported large quantities of this leather to its 
American colonies, and remained preeminent in the 
trade until the late 17th century, when Holland began 
to dominate.  

Hapsburg rule in the Netherlands introduced many 
Spanish influences, one of which was the manufacture 
of this gilt leather. The Dutch would expand the 
decorative motives used, featuring baroque floral 
designs, and their gilt leather became widely exported 
in the 17th and 18th centuries. The gilt leather was 
manufactured in panels. Although primarily intended 
for wall hangings, it was put to other uses, notably 
in Japan, where armour and scabbards were covered 
with it. The Irish also seem to have used it for covering 
helmets and leather armor jacks.

Colonial-era Mexican helmet covered with Spanish gilt 
leather. It was probably used in Morisco dances. Courtesy 
Lutson Goudleder.

Japanese quiver of the Edo period, covered in Dutch gilt 
leather. The Japanese also covered breast plates and 
scabbards similarily.



Cheklaton
Spencer’s character Irenaeus (View of the Present 
State of Ireland, 1596) describes some elements of 
Irish dress which he would permit the use of as being 
suited to the conditions of the country; “...the leather 
quilted jack in journeying and in camping, for that it 
is fittest to be under his shirt of mail for any occasion 
of sudden service, as there happen many, and to 
cover his thin breech on horseback...for the Quilted 
leather jacke is Old English; for it was the proper weed 
of the horsemen, as ye may read in Chaucer, where 
he describeth Sir Thopas his apparell and armoure, 
when he went to fight agaynst the Gyant in his robe 
of shecklaton, which shecklaton is that kind of gilden 
leather with which they use to embroider theyr Irish 
jackes,” Limits to the use of the jack are recommended 
by Spencer’s Irenaeus, who cautions, “”I would not 
have it laid away, but the abuse thereof to be put away, 
for being used to the end that it was framed, that is, to 
be worn under a shirt of mail, it is allowable, as also 
the shirt of mail and all his [the Irish horseman’s] other 
furniture. But to be worn daily at home and in towns 
and civil places, it is a rude habit and most uncomely, 
seeming like a player’s painted coat.” Eudoxus notes 
the footmen also wear the quilted jack, but Irenaeus 
finds it not unseemly, “...not as used in war, or it is then 
worn likewise of a footman under a shirt of mail, the 
which footman they call a galloglass,” 

Spencer would return to this article of dress in his 
Faerie Queen, book vi, canto vii, describing the 
‘Gyant Monstrous’: “But in a Jacket quilted richly rare 
upon checklaton he was strangely dight.” This term 
“checklaton” is reminiscent of the checked appearance 
of the “fretatus de oro” design for gilt leather described 
above, and the Irish term “feilm lineadh n-oir” for 
gold lined, or engraved, helmets. And we know from 
Baldwin’s 1553 description of Partick Apore’s scull 
covered with gilded leather and crested with otter skin. 
All of these seem likely contemporary descriptions 
of the kind of checked leather helmet and jack seen 
on Derricke’s Irish chieftain (1581). And they are 
seconded by an account by an anonymous Spaniard 
who probably accompanied James Fitzmaurice 
Fitzgerald’s expedition to Ireland 1579 and reported 
in Latin to the Vatican: “The [Irish] nobility are 
clothed in garments made of skin and adorned with 
various colours.” This immediately puts one in mind of 
Spencer’s “like a player’s [actor’s] painted coat.” Hinged nasal in Bosch’s Crucifixion of Christ. Before 1516.

Derricke’s Irish horsemen, showing the upturned, hinged 
nasal characteristic of the Irish. This is also seen in Durer’s 
drawing of “War Men of Ireland” and in the 1582 DeBurgo 
Genealogy. It was frequently found in 15th century Spain 
and may have spread from there to Gaelic Ireland.

Sketch of probable lining of a cathbarr—leather headband 
rivited to the rim, with a quilted linen lining cap stitched to 
the leather band. The cap is adjustable with a drawstring, 
and stuffed with tow or even pine needles. 



O’Cleary’s Life of Hugh Roe O’Donnell, sub anno 1600, 
describes Hugh’s brother Manus as wearing an armour 
of skins, when during a fight at Lifford the traitor Nial 
Garve O’Donnell gave him a thrust of a long lance 
under the shoulder blade, piercing the armour and 
wounding him mortally. O’Cleary distinguishes this 
from Nial Garve’s coat of mail, on which he was struck 
three times on this occasion. So the leather jack could 
be worn alone, without mail covering it, as we see in 
Derricke. In fact one would think a quilted leather jack 
embroidered with gilden leather would be rubbed and 
damaged by having mail worn over it.

Hugh O’Neill, a copy in Lord Dunsany’s collection, based 
on an original that was in the Vatican and was exhibited in 
the loan exhibition of portraits in London in 1866. The origi-
nal is pictured in black and white in Hull’s History of Irleand.

Below, a doublet of interwoven strap-work, similar to the 
design seen in the jack of Derricke’s chief (1595-1600).
The type of brigandine worn by O’Neill (right) with laced on 
pouldrons, or shoulder-pieces, seems to have been a differ-
ent matter. It has steel plated rivetted in, and therefore no 
sleeves, the arms being protected by a mail-sleeved arming 
doublet worn underneath. The (leather?) outer surface 
does appear possibly guilded, but on balance, while it is 
similar, I don’t think this is the same thing Derricke portrays. 
Derricke’s sleeved jack may have metal studs, but is not 
likely to have been a “Jack of Plait.”



The Irish Saddle
Reconstructions of Derricke’s Irish horsemen often 
interpret the pillion saddle as having been quilted, 
whereas we know it was usually made of checkered 
blanketing, probably very similar to the check 
blanketing being used quite recently for horse tack by 
Irish farmers. Spencer says it was a shank pillion—i.e., 
that it had a inner framework, which Gernon describes 
for us below as a “playne table” of wood. And Moryson 
confirms that the Irishman’s saddle was “either long, 
narrow pillions bumbasted or bare boards after that 
fashion.” The Irish saddle was high mounted. A MS 
History of the MacDonnells of Antrim describes James 
of Dunluce demonstrating for James VI the “ancient 
Irish pickering” (horse back skirmishing) in 1597, and 
riding in “high pillions all made of pure velvet and 
scarlet.”

Luke Gernon, 1620: “Marke how they be mounted, 
some upon sidesadles, and some upon pillyons. The 
Irish saddle is called a pillyon, and it is made on this 
forme. The tree is as of an ordinary saddle, but the 
seate is a playne table of two foote longe, and a foote 
broad or larger, high mounted, and covered with a 
piece of chequered blanketting. It is not tyed with 
girths, but it is fastned with a brest plate before, and 
a crupper behind, and a sursingle in the middle. The 
men ryde upon it astryde, with theyr leggs very farr 
extended, and towards the horse neck. If the horse be 
dull, they spurregall him in the shoulder. It seemeth 
very uneasy to us, but they affirme it to be an easy 
kind of ryding. If it be, it is very usefull, for a man may 
ryde astryde, a woman may ryde a syde, and a man 
may ryde with a woman behind him, all upon the like 
saddle. It is an excellent fashion to steale a wench, 
and to carry her away.” Though Moryson noted that 
Irish women took horse on the contrary side to the 
Englishmen, with their faces turned the contrary way.
                                                                       FINIS

Blanket “check” in blue on white, used in 20th century Irish 
donkey pack saddles. Was the checkered blanketing used 
in 16th century Irish saddles similar?

Blanket “check” in blue on white, used in 20th century Irish 
donkey pack saddles. Was the checkered blanketing used 
in 16th century Irish saddles similar?
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